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Oportunidades de negocio
INDUSTRIAS CREATIVAS

A company from Martinique is looking for a European partner to manufacture
educational material and customize toys.
A Martinican editor of educational products is looking for a CE-certified toy manufacturer in
Europe.The product range includes puzzles, dominos, board games and playing cards for
children from 0 to 6 years old. The company is willing to make a manufacturing agreement
with a partner experienced in the production of wooden or carton toys in compliance with EU
regulations for children (CE marking).
BRFR20180115001

Dutch creative SME with a range of fashionable children’s wooden toys is looking for
a production partner, who preferably uses laser cutting tools to cut the toys and is
interested in a manufacturing agreement.
A Netherlands based creative company, designs and produces a range of wooden children’s
toys. For the production of the toy collection, they are looking for a new manufacturing
partner.The company is interested in collaboration in the frame of a manufacturing
agreement.
BRNL20171124001

The Netherlands based designer is looking for a manufacturing agreement with a
porcelain producer of small decorative items, like small custom porcelain flowerpots.
A product design studio in the Netherlands is seeking a porcelain manufacturer that is able
to produce their special porcelain flowerpots. At the moment the studio is collaborating with a
small local producer, but they have a limited production capacity. Therefore the company
wants to explore new cooperation opportunities with EU porcelain manufacturers and is
interested in a manufacturing agreement.
BRNL20171206001
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Swedish jewelry company is looking for producers of boat and sailing rope for
bracelet production.
Swedish jewelry company with interchangeable bracelets is looking for producers of boat and
sailing rope for bracelet production.Company is looking for manufacturing agreement and/or
subcontracting agreement. Bracelets will be made with strong, colorful and shiny sailing rope
that gives the jewelry a special look and feel.
BRSE20180117002

A Belgian SME active in the field of flexoprinting is looking for producers of modular
flexographic printers interested in a commercial agency agreement.
The Belgian company specialised in cleaners for the flexoprinting market wants to expand its
product range by concluding a commercial agency agreement with a producer of modular
flexographic printers, preferably present on the German market, but partners from other
countries are also welcome.
BRBE20170502001

A Belgian SME active in the field of flexoprinting is looking for suppliers of anilox
rollers/sleeves and hardcovers for a distribution services agreement
The Belgian company is specialised in cleaners for the flexoprinting market. It is looking for suppliers of anilox
rollers/sleeves and the hardcovers to protect these rollers for a distribution services agreement. Also other kind
of cooperation type can be discussed.
BRBE20170901001

A Swedish interior designer is looking for a supplier/manufacturer of bonded leather
fabrics that in addition has access to fabric cutting capabilities
A Swedish interior designer is looking to enter into a manufacturing agreement with a
supplier/manufacturer of bonded leather fabrics, also known as blended or reconstituted
leather, and that in addition has the capacity to cut the fabrics according to instructions given
by the designer. No sewing or other assembly will be needed.
BRSE20180322001

A Swedish interior designer of an exclusive vase is looking for a ceramics
manufacturer that can produce the vase in glazed stoneware as well as give guidance
and know-how in ceramics product development.
A Swedish interior designer is looking to enter into a manufacturing agreement with a
ceramics producer that can produce an exclusive vase and give guidance if there are any
changes that need to be made in order for the design to enter into production. The vase will
be part of a collection to be shown at the London Design Fair in September and the designer
has already an established name and network of resellers and boutiques
BRSE20180319001
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Presentation boxes for photographers and photography backdrops are requested
under manufacturing agreement.
Polish company specialised in artistic photography is looking for manufacturers or suppliers
of photo presentation boxes and of photography backdrops. The firm will use the products in
its own activities as well as sell them via the online shop with items for professional
photographers. They are interested in cooperation under a manufacturing or distribution
services agreement.
BRPL20180126001
Romanian manufacturer of handcrafted household and decorative ceramics seeks
suppliers of raw materials under manufacturing agreements
A Romanian company specialises in the handcrafting of a wide variety of household and
decorative ceramics, based on the company’s own designs. The company is seeking
international business partners able to supply the raw materials required for the production
process. Collaboration will be based on manufacturing agreements
BRRO20171215001
Authors from Belarus seek partners for financial agreement or joint venture to
promote a new sports and entertainment game.
Authors from Belarus have developed a new team sports and entertainment game that
combines game sports and martial arts. The game is regulated by a set of rules and includes
unique technical solutions. Authors seek partners for financial agreement or joint venture to
establish a federation for this game and its promotion.
TOBY20170811002

Technology for video monitoring of vast areas that can be used for fire detection.
A Russian company specialized in the development of systems for monitoring vast territories
and systems of computer vision has developed a technology for smoke detection at huge
distances that is used for forest fire detection. Technologies of intelligent camera control
allow quick detection and precise location of the fire. The company is looking for a partner for
research and development of such systems. A company is ready to sign the license
agreement.
TORU20171219002
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Italian research university lab with huge experience in EU projects focused on Cultural
and Creative Industries is available to join a consortium interested in submitting a
proposal under Horizon 2020 or territorial cooperation programmes.
Design as a cultural approach for orientating innovation is the mission of our research lab in
the field of Cultural and Creative Industries inside an Italian technical university based in
Milan. The research methodology adopted is practice-based with huge experience especially
in set-up, management and dissemination of pilot actions. The organisation is interested in a
research cooperation agreement. A services agreement or a technical cooperation
agreement could also be considered.
TOIT20160527001

Horizontal wave power generator of a transmitting steel wire and a regenerative
system in seashore.
A Korean SME has developed the technology using renewable energy, especially marine
power. The company found out that a user of any kind of technology results in environmental
problems. Thus, they have chosen ocean power to develop horizontal wave power
generator. It is less problematic on earth and more potential sources to be used. Therefore,
the cooperation form sought is commercial agreement with technical assistance, license and
research cooperation agreement.
TOKR20180207001
An Italian «retro-innovation»: darkroom printing from digital photographies.
An Italian professional photographer has invented a technology, the «digital enlarger», to
obtain high quality black and white photo printing from digital files, in the classic darkroom.
The entire printing cycle is hand-made. The technology is useful for professional and
amateur photographers, collectors as well as museums, archives, libraries and photo
archives of all kind. The inventor looks for partners under services agreement.
TOIT20161126001
Small pressure sensors for harsh environments.
A Belgian company has developed a specific know-how in designing and fabricating very
small pressure sensors for harsh environments. The company would like to license the
mentioned technology to an industrial partner willing to create a new product or to integrate
the technology in to their own products.
TOBE20160929002
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Radiation sensor.
A Belgian company has developed a miniaturised sensor to measure continuously radiation.
The company is seeking industrial partner for technical cooperation or licensing of the
technology.
TOBE20170904001

Italian company developing and selling household appliances, with a focus on the
intersection of design and technology, is looking for partners in order to participate in
EU R&D calls for funding.
An Italian company developing and selling IoT (Internet of Things) products is looking for
partners interested in submitting a EU project in the frame of research and development
funding programmes, such as Horizon 2020. A research cooperation agreement is sought
with research centers, universities and companies in order to join a project consortium. The
skills of the company are in the field of design, software development and hardware
development.
OIT20160524002
Innovative panels for furniture with transparent epoxy resin and food scraps.
A small Italian company, in the field of furniture and furnishing design, has designed a panel
obtained from layers of epoxy resin and inert food waste for the manufacture of
furniture.Panels can be protected by a hydrophobic and antibacterial film which makes them
particularly suitable for the world of childhood.Design studios and furniture manufacturers are
sought for manufacturing and commercial agreement with technical assistance.
TOIT20161007001
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